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Superyachting sale
The yachting market in the last few years has seen a boom in the demand for
pre-owned luxury vessels. Hope Lowe discovers the yacht brokers and models
that are keeping the industry buoyant

F

rom Capri to Monaco to St
Tropez, the world’s most
exclusive superyachts are
lining the marinas and turning
more heads than ever before.
Firmly on the rise, the superyacht
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market is expanding across typical
destinations, and rapidly gaining
popularity throughout Asia. But
with time and quality pressures
restricting the pace of building
new crafts, such an increase in

demand has brought pre-owned
vessels into the limelight.
Camper and Nicholsons,
(www.camperandnicholsons.com)
are renowned for their reputation
in building, refitting and the
brokerage of the largest and most
expensive yachts in the world.
As the oldest yachting brokers in
the world, their history sails back
as far as 1782 and they continue
today to be reputed as one of
the top leaders in the field.
Two standout superyachts that
are currently available for sale
at Camper and Nicholsons are
Silver Wind and Polar Star. Built in
2014 by ISA Yachts, Silver Wind

Main: Polar Star provides the
ultimate vessel for entertaining
Below: Race across the coastline in style with Silver Wind
is a relatively young model that is
ideal for those who are seeking
the real kudos and adrenaline that
goes with a fast, stylish motor
yacht. Capable for speeds of up
to 32 knots, and with a cruising
speed of 26 knots, she is ideal
for those who wish to explore the
coastline in a short amount of
time. Currently on the market for
€18.9m/US$21m and sleeping
up to eight guests in four double
cabins, her sleek lines, enviable
style and power at the touch
of the throttle makes Silver
Wind a popular choice both at
sea and in port.
Meanwhile, those looking
to travel in a big group will find
themselves with plenty of space
to spare on Lurssen’s Polar
Star. With room for up to 12
guests in a master suite, two
double staterooms, three twin- ➤
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bedded staterooms, as well as a
convertible double, ensures that
Polar Star is the perfect vessel
for entertaining. Features such as
peerless watersports, spacious
decking and elegant interiors,
designed by world-renowned
designer Espen Oeino, only add
to the comfortable, luxurious
experience that Polar Star
guarantees. On sale for
€55m/US$61m.
Raised from the hull of one
man’s passion, Burgess (www.
burgessyachts.com) has become
one of the most prestigious yacht
brokers in the world. With values
that never compromise on quality
– from the calibre of yachts to the
calibre of employees – you can
be sure that some of the world’s
most eligible vessels will be on
sale with Burgess.
Turquoise is one such
eligible yacht. A 55.4m long
embodiment of grace, she was
designed by Dubois in 2011
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and undertook a stunning refit
in 2014 by H2 Yacht design to
incorporate luxurious features
such as extensive sunbathing
decks, an over-sized Jacuzzi,
as well as a Nikki Beach-style
outdoor cinema. Ideal for
entertaining she can sleep

up to 12 and can be whisked
away for €28.95m/US$32m.
Burgess’ star of the yachting
scene, however, is Solandge.
Since winning ‘La Belle Classe
Superyachts’ and ‘Best Exterior’
categories at the 2014 Monaco
Yacht Show she has become the
new it-girl of the megayachts.
Designed by Lurssen back
in 2013, and completed by
Rodriguez interiors she offers
much more than your usual
superyacht, with unprecedented
space for up to 16 guests across
six expansive decks. While inside,
the luxury continues with all eight
cabins laced with gold, mahogany
and the finest materials, oozing
the grandiose style that you
would expect from such a vessel.
Price on application, available for
sale as well as for charter.
Meanwhile, universally
acclaimed Edmiston
(www.edmiston.com) has
been handling yacht sales and
charters since 1996. Actively
seeking a varied selection of
the most historic, expensive and
resplendent yachts around,
their collection is set to beguile
any true yachtsman.
Those looking for the ultimate
luxury yachting experience should

Above: Cruise the seas in
comfort aboard Turquoise
Below left: Entertain guests
across Solandge’s extensive six
decks, where luxury continues
both inside and out
take a view on TV. Spanning
78.4m and cruising at 18 knots
the vessel is an entertainer’s
heaven. With a selection of
watersports equipment to
entertain the young ones, as
well as exquisite Espen Oeino
designed decks for those who
want to take it easy – not
forgetting the world-class
spa facilities such as Jacuzzi,
massage rooms and swimming
pool complete with wet bar
– ensure there is never a dull
moment whilst on-board.
Yachters can take TV on the open
seas for €130m/US$145m.
With 20 new vessels set to
glide into the top 100 of the
world’s largest within the next
few years, it is safe to say that
building has not slowed down.
But while some may have the
patience to wait years to step
aboard, for the rest of us, there is
an impeccable selection out there
just waiting for you to choose
your next destination. ■

